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Overview
The Chinese Heritage minor is for heritage learners and those whose oral and aural abilities exceed their reading and writing skills. Students who choose the Chinese Heritage minor will complete a language course specifically for heritage students; one additional language course at the second year second semester level or higher; and two courses in Chinese literature, linguistics, culture, or film.

This minor requires 14 to 16 credits for completion.

Required language courses
CHIN 0005 Chinese for Heritage Speakers

One Intermediate or Advanced Language Course
CHIN 0003 Second Year Chinese 1
CHIN 0004 Second Year Chinese 2
CHIN 1009 Third Year Chinese 1
CHIN 1010 Third Year Chinese 2
CHIN 1050 Fourth Year Chinese 1

Courses in Literature, Linguistics, Culture, or Film
Students must take two courses from the Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures in Literature, Linguistics, Culture, or Film.
CHIN 0007 Introduction to Chinese Civilization and Culture
CHIN 0081 East Asia in the World
CHIN 0082 Hong Kong Cinema
CHIN 0085 Revolution, Involution, and Identity in Modern Chinese Culture
CHIN 1025 Aspects of the Chinese Language
CHIN 1027 Topics on Chinese as a Second Language
CHIN 1040 Literary Chinese 1 Classical
CHIN 1047 Chinese and Western Poetry
CHIN 1059 Adapted for the Screen: Chinese Literature and Film

CHIN 1083 Masterpieces of Chinese Literature: Premodern
CHIN 1084 Masterpieces of Chinese Literature: Modern
CHIN 1085 Introduction to East Asian Cinema
CHIN 1086 Love in China and Western Literature
CHIN 1087 Introduction to Chinese Narrative
CHIN 1088 New Chinese Cinema
CHIN 1089 The World of China
CHIN 1090 Great Minds of China
CHIN 1700 Translation Theory and Practice

Advising
Stephen Luft
2720 Cathedral of Learning
412-624-0848
luft@pitt.edu

Grade Requirements
A minimum GPA of 2.0 is required for the minor.

Satisfactory/No Credit Option
There is no limit to the number of courses that can be taken on the S/NC basis for this minor.

For more information, visit www.DEALL.Pitt.edu/Undergraduate/Chinese.